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Colorado

Ski and Snowboard Guide to Whistler Blackcomb
Presents historical background on ski mountaineering, which is climbing a
mountain on skis and then skiing down the slopes, and offers tips on climbing and
skiing specific mountains.

Rucksack Guide - Ski Mountaineering and Snowshoeing
A complete guide to Alpine Ski touring Ski mountaineering and Nordic Ski touring:
Including useful information for off piste skiers and snow boarders.

New Zealand Backcountry Skiing
The first definitive guide to backcountry skiing in western Montana. Includes
information on 109 ski tours as well as 125 photos and covers tours in the
Bitterroot, Rattlesnake, Reservation, Sapphire, Mission, Swan, Scapegoat,
Clearwater, Rocky, Cabinet, Purcell, Flint Creek, Pioneer, Pintlar, and Beaverhead
mountains.
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Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes: Utah
Describes thrity-one cross-country skiing tours, provides information about the
difficulty and highlights of each route, and offers advice on equipment, clothing,
and safety precautions

Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes Oregon
Union Pacific Railroad's Averell Harriman had a bold vision to restore rail passenger
traffic decimated by the Great Depression: create ski tourism in Idaho's remote
Wood River Valley. A $1.5 million investment opened Sun Valley in December 1936
with a lavish lodge, luxury shopping, Austrian ski instructors and extensive
backcountry skiing. Prestigious tournaments featured the world's best skiers.
Chairlifts invented by Union Pacific engineers serviced skiers quickly and
comfortably. Ski instructor and filmmaker Otto Lang recalled that seemingly
overnight, it became "a magnet for the 'beautiful people,' a meeting place for
movie stars and moguls, chairmen and captains of industry, Greek shipping
tycoons, and peripatetic playboys--and playgirls--of the international social set."
After World War II and Harriman's departure, Union Pacific's willingness to pay the
$500,000 yearly subsidy waned. Bill Janss purchased it in 1964 and reimagined it
as a year-round resort but lacked the capital for growth. Sinclair Oil owners Earl
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and Carol Holding acquired it in 1977, revitalizing it into a premier resort with
international status. Award-winning ski historian John W. Lundin celebrates
America's first destination ski resort using unpublished Union Pacific documents,
oral histories, contemporaneous accounts and more than 150 historic images.

Backcountry Ski-Touring in New Zealand
CLICK HERE to download a sample route from Backcountry Ski & Snowboard
Washington Ski and snowboard adventures can be found year-round when you
know where to look — start here! * Only Mountaineers Books offers guidebooks for
backcountry ski routes in Washington, and this is the newest and best available!
*Backcountry skiing is one of the fastest growing winter sports * Written by the
authors of the bestselling instructional text on the sport, Backcountry Skiing
Washington’s Cascades, Olympics, and Mount Rainier are prime destinations for
backcountry ski and snowboard adventure, and no one is better qualified to write
this guidebook than Martin Volken and his team at Pro Guiding Service, based in
the Cascade foothills. The all-new guidebook includes 80 routes throughout the
state — plus one in British Columbia! — Ideal for intermediate to expert skiers or
snowboarders. It features routes ranging from accessible day trips suitable for
relative beginners to more challenging multiday traverses. It’s a guide to the very
best routes available to skiers and boarders throughout the state. Each route
includes the following elements: * Starting elevation and high point * Elevation
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gain and loss * Route distance * Time required * Recommended skill and fitness
levels * Best season to ski * Maps and permits info * Driving directions, from
nearest major town or junction * Detailed route description * Backcountry Ski &
Snowboard Routes: Washington also includes an introduction by legendary
Northwest skier Lowell Skoog.

Ski Trails in the Canadian Rockies - 5th Edition
A guide to one of the premier backcountry ski areas in Western Canada, this book
covers all disciplines of backcountry snow sports from snowboarding on destination
slopes to backcountry skiing, to overnight glacier expeditions in the remote and
rugged Purcell Mountains. Areas include the Bugaboos, Horsethief, Toby and Jumbo
creeks and Kootenay National Park. For the less adventurous, the authors describe
the three Nordic centres of: Nipika, Panorama and Baptiste Lake that offer a
selection of trackset trails for striding and skating.

Summits & Icefields 2
This book is your essential guide to the best backcountry touring and ski
mountaineering in New Zealand. Whether you¿re new to the world of backcountry
snowsports, an enthusiast looking for inspiration, or an international traveller
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sampling what New Zealand has to offer, this guide will help you plan your next
adventure. There is a wealth of opportunities for self-powered snow adventures in
New Zealand¿s spectacular mountain environments. It¿s no wonder that
backcountry snowsports have been steadily growing in popularity in recent years
as people discover the challenge and serenity of slopes beyond the ski fields.
Today there are more people and a greater variety of equipment in action than
ever before. This guidebook builds on the 2003 NZAC guidebook Backcountry
Skiing in New Zealand by James Broadbent. True to the philosophy of the original
guide, this book covers the best terrain across all of New Zealand and features a
wide variety of routes and locations to suit all levels of ambition and expertise. The
book includes over 200 new route descriptions and all updated information to help
you explore New Zealand¿s amazing alpine backcountry. A new format with a
quick beta panel plus colour photographs throughout is designed to assist
navigation and add extra inspiration!

Jackson Hole Backcountry Skier's Guide
The best backcountry skiing in the Eastern Sierra is centered on the town of
Mammoth Lakes, and Dan and Nate have made sure that nothing is left out of the
broad area covered in the book, extending from Tioga Pass in the north to Bishop
Creek in the south. From the backyard runs on the Mammoth Crest to the roadside
accessible Tioga Pass, and the epic wilderness peaks like Mt. Tom and Laurel
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Mountain, this guide serves as both the ultimate introductory resource and the
experienced hard-man's hit list. The book is printed in color, 240 pages, and
packed with useful information. It includes scores of annotated color topographic
maps and hundreds of color photographs. The authors give a written description
for each approach and descent along with useful statistics for gauging conditions
and seriousness, including the slope, aspect, and angle, vertical gained and
mileage of the approach, and a seriousness rating.

Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes: California
Winter recreation in the mountains has increased steadily over the past few years,
and so has the number of deaths and injuries caused by avalanches. Staying Alive
in Avalanche Terrain covers everything you need to know to avoid trouble in
avalanche terrain: what avalanches are and how they work, common myths,
human activities that lead to avalanche trouble, what happens to victims when an
avalanche occurs, and rescue techniques. Provides step- by-step instruction for
determining avalanche hazards, using safe travel technique, and making effective
rescues.

Exploring the Coast Mountains on Skis
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After some dreadful years for Sierra skiers, the snow is back and the pent-up
demand to ride it is satisfied by this book! From Bishop to Tahoe to Shasta, and
multiple slopes in between, California has a big ski and snowboard culture and this
backcountry guide describes 97 of the state’s best routes. Part of our criticallyacclaimed series, Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes: California is written by
Tahoe-based professional skier, Jeremy Benson, and covers the best of the state,
featuring advanced backcountry descents with serious verticals. The northern
region of the book focuses on Mount Shasta and Tahoe, while the central region
includes Mammoth, Bishop, and Sierra Club hut trips, and to the south, 14ers
Mount Whitney and Mount Langley and more.

Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain
Are you frustrated with tracked-up snow and bored with the same old slopes every
time you go backcountry skiing? When you climb Mount Glory, do you ever wonder
about the seemingly endless array of mountains in the southern half of the
panorama? Hone your backcountry safety skills, tune out your ego, and step out of
your box into a lifetime of backcountry ski terrain accessible in a morning's drive
from Jackson, Wyoming. This book will guide you on classic tours and descents in
the Snakes, Salts, Gros Ventre, northern Winds, Caribous, and Wyoming Range.
When you are ready, look to the horizon and invent your own ultimate Jackson Hole
backcountry experience. Then, come back and share the magic with the world in
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your own extraordinary way.

Rough Guide Ultimate Adventures
Guides the reader to great skiing away from the crowds and provides the
information every skier will want for fun and challenging high-country adventures.

Backcountry Skiing
The Ski Guide Manual
A history and guide to backcountry skiing on Teton Pass, Wyoming

Allen & Mike's Really Cool Backcountry Ski Book, Revised and
Even Better!
Ultimate Adventures: A Rough Guide to Adventure Travel features 30 different
adventure sections and is jam-packed with breathtaking photography. There are
adventures for all travellers, including “soft” experiences for those testing their
bravery levels and extreme adventures for adrenalin junkies, each rated by
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physical, psychological, skill and wow factor! Whether your appetite for adrenalin
takes you to arctic freezes, ocean depths or sweltering deserts, this book will tell
you how, why and when to plan your ultimate adventure. Written by trekker
extraordinaire Gregg Witt, who brings cultural sensitivity and humour, as well as
concise practical information. You’ll find maps and safety tips as well as advice on
the best local guides, essential gear and safety tips. Make the most of your time on
Earth with this spectacular foray into world adventures.

Backcountry Skiing Utah
* Challenging routes for intermediate and advanced backcountry skiers and
snowboarders * Includes many Washington tours easily accessible from the Seattle
area * Includes backcountry day and multi-day tours * Illustrated with 80 photos
and 80 maps With more than 100 backcountry Washingotn routes and tours for
intermediate to advanced alpine skiers and snowboarders, Burgdorfer's guide was
for many years the only reference to these adventures. Each trip description
details the best times to go. including year-round opportunities, access, starting
elevation and high point, tour length and time, maps, level and type of skill
required, and permit information. Special sections cover avalanche conditions,
snow survival, environmental considerations, weather, equipment, and techniques.
A seasonal cross-reference table helps readers select tours by season.
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Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills
This new edition of Summits & Icefields 2: Alpine Ski Tours in the Columbia
Mountains continues RMB’s tradition of offering snow enthusiasts updated editions
of our bestselling guidebooks. Researched and written by legendary alpinist Chic
Scott, with the assistance of certified mountain guide Mark Klassen, this
guidebook—along with its companion volume Summits & Icefields 1: Alpine Ski
Tours in the Canadian Rockies (RMB, 2011)—will continue to be the bibles for ski
mountaineers looking to experience the winter grandeur of western Canada’s
mountain ranges. Completely revised and updated, this new edition will feature
both classic and new tours, along with information on a variety of locations that
has either been greatly expanded or freshly redone, including the ever-popular
sections on Rogers Pass and the Bugaboos to Rogers Pass Traverse. With stunning,
full-colour photos throughout and featuring digitally shaded maps prepared from
satellite imagery, these new editions will set a unique standard for ski guidebooks
in North America.

A complete guide to Alpine Ski touring Ski mountaineering and
Nordic Ski touring
Researched and written by legendary alpinist Chic Scott, with the assistance of
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mountain guide Mark Klassen, this guidebook will continue to be the bible of ski
mountaineers in the Rockies. There will be plenty of new tours in the book,
particularly in newly developed areas where skiers can grab a few powder turns
near the road. Information on other areas will be either greatly expanded or
completely rewritten and updated. The entire book will be printed in colour,
showcasing many mouth-watering ski images and destinations. Digital shaded
maps prepared from satellite imagery will illustrate the routes and terrain and will
allow this guidebook to set a new standard for ski guidebooks in North America.

Backcountry Skiing Snoqualmie Pass
“The definitive guide to mountains and climbing . . .”—Conrad Anker For nearly 60
years it’s been revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and now it’s even better
than ever • The best-selling instructional text for new and intermediate climbers
for more than half a century • New edition—fully updated techniques and all-new
illustrations • Researched and written by a team of expert climbers
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills is the text beloved by generations of new
climbers—the standard for climbing education around the world where it has been
translated into 12 languages. For the all-new 9th Edition, committees comprosed of
active climbers and climbing educators reviewed every chapter of instruction, and
discussed updates with staff from the American Alpine Club (AAC), the American
Institute for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE), and the Access Fund.
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They also worked with professional members of the American Mountain Guides
Association (AMGA), to review their work and ensure that the updated textbook
includes the most current best practices for both alpine and rock climbing
instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel techniques, from glacier travel
to rope work, to safety, safety, and more safety—there is no more comprehensive
and thoroughly vetted training manual for climbing than the standard set by
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills, 9th Edition. Significant updates to this
edition include: • New alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal belay standard •
Expanded and more detailed avalanche safety info, including how to better
understand avalanches, evaluate hazards, travel safely in avy terrain, and locate
and rescue a fellow climber in an avalanche • Newly revamped chapters on
clothing and camping • All-new illustrations reflecting the latest gear and
techniques—created by artist John McMullen, former art director of Climbing
magazine • Review of and contributions to multiple sections by AMGA-certified
guides • Fresh approach to the Ten Essentials—now making the iconic list easier to
recall

The Best Ski Touring in America
Backcountry Skiing Utah
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* For intermediate-to-advanced backcountry skiers* Includes trip planning,
navigation, fitness, and avalanche safety information, in addition to
techniques*Provides advice on how to make well-informed backcountry
decisionsMartin Volken and his co-authors provide skiers with all the tools and
knowledge they need to safely and successfully travel in the mountain
backcountry. The guide features intermediate-to-advanced techniques for ski
touring and ski mountaineering, from planning backcountry trips to perfecting
turns in rolling terrain and mastering uphill climbing. For those skiers ready for a
more technical, high alpine environment, they draw on traditional mountaineering
skills, including roped climbing, setting protection anchors, using ice axes, climbing
on bare rock, and more. In addition to mastering techniques, Backcountry Skiing
also features information on recent evolutions in ski equipment; avalanche safety
tips; a primer on mountain weather and glaciers, trip planning tools, a discussion of
emergency situations, nutrition and fitness advice, and winter camping
basics.Throughout this guide, a special emphasis is put on being well-informed and
making good decisions - whenever you strap on your skis and skins and head out
into the backcountry.

Mountain Responder
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Summits & Icefields 1
Practical advice from two NOLS instructors on all aspects of backcountry skiing and
winter camping. As skiers venture farther from lift-served front country, they need
to understand and avoid hazards such as avalanches and extreme cold. This book
teaches skiers how to choose the right equipment, build winter shelters, stay safe,
and have fun while minimizing their impact on the wilderness. Hundreds of
entertaining but very practical illustrations by renowned illustrator Mike Clelland.
Completely revised, updated, and even better than ever!

The Adirondack Slide Guide
This is a guidebook for advanced and expert skiers and snowboarders to maximize
their experience at Whistler Blackcombski and snowboard resort. The book
presents detailed information about the many ski areas on the mountains,
including 120 runs not published on the resort's trail map. It includes 85 colour
aerial photographs, providing unobstructed views of the countless opportunities
available for advanced and expert skiers and snowboarders to test their skills.
Whistler Blackcomb is a premier ski and snowboard resort located in Canada's
Coast Mountain Range. The resort is a two hours drive from Vancouver, British
Columbia, and was one of the event sites of the 2010 Winter Olympics in
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Vancouver.

Best Backcountry Skiing in the Northeast
Utah skiers claim to have "the greatest snow on earth," and this revised and
updated edition guides readers to the best backcountry ski tours in the state.
Backcountry expert Tyson Bradley takes skiers from the urban backcountry of the
Wasatch Front to spectacular desert destinations in Zion and Bryce, with detailed
maps and information on backcountry equipment, techniques, and safety. Ski
Utah!

Backcountry Skiing Adventures
Explains the technique of cross-country skiing and provides advice on equipment,
conditioning, and touring areas

Radium Ski & Snowboarding Guide
• Nearly 100 backcountry ski routes—most located in the central Wasatch •
Written by a ski-obsessed outdoor journalist • Both day trips and overnights
included Jared Hargrave averages more than 70 ski days a year, which adds up to
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a ton of local knowledge. He's exactly the ski partner you'd want to show you the
best backcountry routes, from those you can hit on a pre-work dawn patrol to
multiday overnight trips. Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes: Utah includes tours
in the central Wasatch as well as the Uintas, Henry Mountains, and more. As with
all books in this series, this Utah guide is designed for intermediate to expert skiers
or boarders. Each route includes the following elements: • Detailed route
description • Driving directions from nearest major town or junction • Trip rating •
Trail distance • Estimated trip time • Skill level • Recommended season •
Avalanche routefinding notes • Map/permit info • Starting point elevation • High
point elevation • Alternate route options The guide also includes resources for
avalanche, weather, and road conditions; land managers relevant to the routes;
ski/snow reports; and general safety information, as well as a foreword by one of
Utah's premier avalanche experts, Craig Gordon.

Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes: Colorado
This updated, expert ski guide provides top-of-the-line insight for backcountry/offpiste skiiers and guides. The Ski Guide Manual presents wisdom earned through
decades of experience guiding and. The result is a successful system of travel and
risk management in the winter environment. The collective work of thousands of
mountain guides have proven how to have the most fun and find the best snow, all
which reducing risk of avalanche, cold, crevasses, and optimize group dynamics.
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Wild Snow
Many mountain ranges don't have a year-round maintained road passing through
them. The San Juan Range from Durango to Ouray has three. Highway 550 brings
powder-hounds through some of Colorado's most rugged and diverse ski terrain.
Silverton Mountain, at the heart of the San Juans, boasts an annual snowfall of 400
inches. Off-Piste Ski Atlas, Durango to Ouray offers up all the necessary
information for skiing the best backcountry spots in the area in a portable book
that is light and durable. Maps of the region, aerial photographs of each ski run,
and legend keys are designed to give the user the most pertinent information for
riding the goods safely and wisely.

Western Montana Backcountry Ski Guide
Rucksack Guide - Ski Mountaineering and Snowshoeing is your essential handbook
for when on the mountain. It offers concise guidance and support for whatever
situations you might find yourself in, including: technical skills: tips and reminders
on the key techniques equipment: choosing the right skis and looking after them
finding the best snow: testing for weak spots and crossing crevasses safety:
essential procedures to ensure the safety of yourself, your party and others on the
mountain emergencies: guidance on what to do in extreme situations. The book is
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colour-coded for easy reference and all information is presented in lists and tables,
making it simple to understand in testing conditions. The Rucksack Guide series is
adapted from Mountaineering: The essential skills for mountain walkers and
climbers, the definitive handbook for hill walkers, climbers and mountaineers.

Skiing Sun Valley: A History from Union Pacific to the Holdings
Updated for the first time in ten years, the "bible of Eastern backcountry skiing"
returns with an all-new edition, fully revised to reflect the latest and greatest offpiste lines--as well as the trove of newly created and rehabilitated ski glades in
New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, New York, and Massachusetts.

Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes Washington
CLICK HERE to download a sample advanced, intermediate and beginner route
from Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes Oregon * Includes 120 black-and-white
photos and 90 maps * Routes coverage ranges from Lassen Peak, through Oregon,
up to Mount St. Helens The first guidebook in a new Backcountry Ski & Snowboard
Series from Mountaineers Books, Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes: Oregon
describes nearly 100 of the best and most classic mountain routes that will
exhilarate and challenge winter backcountry seekers. Although many of these
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routes are geared toward intermediate and expert skiers and boarders, there are
also appropriate routes for those just getting into the backcountry for the first
time. Full state coverage includes more than 30 routes on Mount Hood alone, and
ranges across Mount Jefferson, the Three Sisters and Bend area, Willamette Pass
and Mount Bailey, Crater Lake National Park, the southern Cascades, Steens, and
the Wallowas and Blue Mountains regions. There are also classic routes just over
the borders -- Mount Shasta and Lassen Peak in Northern California and Mount St.
Helens, Mount Adams, and Muir Snowfield in Washington. Many of these routes are
selected for their straightforward approaches. Sections describe avalanche safety,
best resources, gear, Oregon backcountry laws, and routes by best season and skill
level. This is a guidebook to get snowboarders and skiers out in the mountains for
quality fun! WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT BACKCOUNTRY SKI & SNOWBOARD
ROUTES OREGON: "Van Tilburg's new book provides extensive, easy-to-read
information on the majority of the ski and snowboard objectives in the greater
Oregon region and should be considered a mandatory addition to a local
backcountry enthusiast's library." -- Off Piste magazine

Backcountry Skiing California's Eastern Sierra
Teton Skiing
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This guide features detailed descriptions and topographic maps of two dozen
classic ski and snowboard tours, plus tips on safety in the wilderness.

In Search of Powder
New Zealand's varied mountains offer a world of backcountry skiing opportunities,
and backcountry skiing has been growing in popularity in recent years, as more
and more people seek adventure and variety in their skiing experiences. This book
is the first guidebook published about New Zealand backcountry skiing, and it
covers the principal skiing areas from the central North Island to Southland, with
suggested trips, historical notes, local contacts, access information and route
descriptions. Also there is discussion of equipment, hints and tips for beginners, a
suggested gear list, and chapters covering weather, navigation and backcountry
safety. The book is widely illustrated with images from some of New Zealand's top
outdoor photographers, and topographical maps to show the terrain and routes in
more detail. Whether you are an experienced skifield skier keen to try out the
backcountry, a mountaineer keen to try skiing, an established New Zealand
backcountry skier looking for somewhere new, or a foreign ski mountaineer
wanting to see what New Zealand has to offer, this book will help you plan your
next ski adventure.
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100 Classic Backcountry Ski and Snowboard Routes in
Washington
Whether you’re an experienced backcountry skier or intermediate snowboarder
looking to ramp up your out of bounds expeditions, Brittany and Frank Konsella
have the cred to guide you to the state’s special runs. Both have descended all of
the state’s 14ers on skis and Brittany was the second woman to accomplish that
feat. They know where the sweet lines are. Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes:
Colorado—part of the popular series—includes backcountry routes focused on the
Front Range and the San Juans, with other routes in the Sawatch Range, Elk
Mountains, Mosquito Range, and more.

Teton Pass Backcountry Guide
As commander of the Salt Lake County Sheriff's Search and Rescue Team, Steve
Achelis participated in hundreds of mountain rescues that frequently made the
evening news. In Mountain Responder Steve takes the reader along on these lifeand-death rescues as he and his teammates dig people out of avalanches, hang on
a thin cable below a helicopter, and rescue climbers stuck on rock walls. Threaded
throughout these unforgettable rescues, Steve shares the exhilaration of saving a
life, the fears and uncertainties during the struggle to keep a patient alive, as well
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as the doubts and second-guessing when someone doesn't make it.

The Complete Guide to Cross-country Skiing and Touring
Utah skiers claim to have "the greatest snow on earth," and this revised and
updated edition guides readers to the best backcountry ski tours in the state.
Backcountry expert Tyson Bradley takes skiers from the urban backcountry of the
Wasatch Front to spectacular desert destinations in Zion and Bryce, with detailed
maps and information on backcountry equipment, techniques, and safety. Ski
Utah!

Backcountry Skiing Silverton Colorado
As a recent college graduate and fledging newspaper reporter in the Lake Tahoe
area, Jeremy Evans became immersed in ski bum culture?a carefree lifestyle
whose mantra was simply: ?Ski as much as possible.? His snowboarding suffered
when he left for a job in the Portland area; and when, at twenty-six, he suffered a
stroke, he reexamined his priorities, quit his job, moved back to Tahoe, and threw
himself into snowboarding. But while he had been away, the culture had changed.
This book is Evans?s paean to the disappearing culture of the ski bum. A
fascinating look at a world far removed from the larger culture, it is also a curious
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account of a passion for powder and what its disappearance means. ø Evans looks
at several prominent ski towns in the West (including Crested Butte, Jackson Hole,
Telluride, Lake Tahoe, Park City, and Mammoth) and the ski bums who either
flourished or fled. He chronicles the American West transformed by rising real
estate costs, an immigrant workforce, misguided values, and corporate-owned
resorts. The story he tells is that of quintessentially American characters?rejecting
materialism, taking risks, following their own path?and of the glories and pitfalls
their lifestyle presents.
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